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 The main protagonist is a now imprisoned Wei Shen, who is serving a 4 year prison term for his role in a murder he was framed for. All members of the Triad that framed him were killed by Wei Shen, so he wants to continue the fight against the organization that framed him. The DLC was first announced on the website of GSC Game World on April 3, 2013. The next day, the first trailer for the
Year of the Snake Pack was released, and it was added to Steam's "Coming Soon" section on May 3, 2013. Contents Story A year has passed since the events in Sleeping Dogs. Wei Shen is now imprisoned, although he can escape whenever he likes and be outside the walls. Shen goes into hiding and contacts the Yakuza and Triads to take revenge for what happened to his family, and he joins the "Year

of the Snake Pack" - a group of Triads led by Wei Fang that are secretly working to kill as many members of the Yakuza as possible, in order to take control of the Triad hierarchy and have Wei Shen's old enemy, Yakuza Boss De La Croix, give them back the lost honor of their family. The player plays the role of Wei Shen, a cop, who infiltrated the Yakuza to find out why he was framed for a
murder. The main goal of the story is to go after the four leaders of the Year of the Snake, one at a time: Wei Fang, Wei Shen's friend and the leader of the Pack, Er Mu and his bodyguard Yuge, the lover of Wei Shen, Wei Ling, and Yakuza Boss De La Croix, Wei Shen's former family enemy. Wei Shen tells the story of how he became a cop and why he was framed for a murder. Wei Shen is

captured by De La Croix, an arms dealer and leader of the Year of the Snake. De La Croix has two accomplices: Wu Lin, a Yakuza member, and Yahe, a Red Ribbon agent. Wei Shen escapes his prison cell and goes to Wu Lin to negotiate for his freedom. Wu Lin and Yahe are killed by De La Croix and Shen. Wei Shen and Wei Fang make their way to De La Croix's hideout and kill Wu Lin. The
fight with the head of the Year of the Snake Pack, Wei Fang. We 82157476af
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